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1. Field of the Invention This invention generally relates to a
bicycle wheel and, more particularly, to a bicycle wheel equipped
with a profile grip. 2. Description of the Related Art Bicycle wheels
with profiles arranged so as to extend from spokes radially
outwardly of the wheel are known and commonly employed. Such
profiles, sometimes referred to as grip rails, are generally
employed in a zone of the wheel which comes into contact with a
rider's hands during bicycle riding. To facilitate gripping of the
wheel, the profiles are provided with a series of grooves, such as
shown, for example, in U.S. Pat. No. 4,891,142, which is assigned
to the assignee of the present invention. Typically, bicycle wheels
are provided with a rim, having an exterior seat surface which is
connected to an inner spoke edge at a tire inner surface and
which has an inner perimeter defined by a rim flange portion. The
profiles are usually arranged such that the inner profile surface
ends in a portion of the rim flange portion which is formed as a
bead core bead forming portion. In use, the wheel is built around
the tire and a rider is required to grip a portion of the tire in the
flange portion. The profile grip itself can be formed of a material
which is softer and more pliable than the material of the rim
flange portion which defines the bead core bead portion. In most
cases, the profiles are applied to the rim flange portion of a
bicycle wheel in a separate operation, so that the profiles, which
are connected to the tire and the rim flange portion, are
separately formed as a unit. For this reason, it is necessary to
provide two separate processing steps in the manufacture of a
bicycle wheel, one for the assembly of the profiles to the rim
flange portion and one for building the wheel around the tire, so
as to obtain a wheel equipped with profiles which function to grip
the wheel. In addition, it is necessary to provide two different
press devices for processing the profiles, one to receive the rim
flange portion of the wheel being assembled and the other to
receive the tire and the profiles. This is another factor which
contributes to the cost of manufacturing the bicycle wheel. It is
therefore an object of the present invention to provide a method
of manufacturing a bicycle wheel which provides a more efficient
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and cost effective method for production of the bicycle wheel.Q:
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A: The following python script should do what you want. As stated
by the author, this script is intended for Python 2.x. It will

compare each update in your Downloads folder with each update
on the server, and will save the newer version of the update to a

backup file, hence it's name: update-checker.py. It can be run
from the terminal, or be called from an external.py file. You can
call it by simply running this from the terminal: python update-

checker.py or by adding python update-checker.py to the very top
of your.py file, so it's the top most python statement on that

python file. You can also use it like this from the same terminal
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window: python update-checker.py >> ~/backups/update-
checker.log The >> will send the results of the script to the log

file. Basically it will list all the updates it finds, the software that it
knows about, and the newest version. Changes to version

numbers and updates will show the date you downloaded the
update. #!/usr/bin/env python from os import path import os.path

import subprocess import sys import time def is_old(): return
(path.isfile(__file__) and __file__.endswith(".pyc")) def save(f,

content): path = path.abspath(path.join(path.dirname(__file__), f))
fh = open(path, 'w') fh.write(content) fh.close() return path def

list_files(): path = path.abspath(path.join(path.dirname(__file__),
"..", "..", "files")) for f in os.listdir(path): if

os.path.isfile(path.join(path.join(path.dirname(__file__), f))):
print(f) def get_from_url(url, timeout=10): print("Retrieving
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